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While the mental health professional generally has beneficent motives and an honest belief in the DSM diagnoses assigned to clients, such diagnoses may yet be defamatory
when communicated to third parties. Mental health diagnoses invariably lower the individual's reputation in the eyes of the community. At the same time, DSM diagnoses are
but one out of a myriad of possible interpretive frameworks. DSM descriptors for the
client's distress thus cannot be said to capture the essence of the client's personhood.
When a diagnosis is published as if it captured a definitive truth about an individual psychiatric client, it is, in that important regard, inaccurate. That is, such a communication
meets the criterion for a reckless disregard for the truth or an honest belief but without
reasonable basis insofar as it is considered to be anything more than a working hypothesis. Hence, in certain cases, DSM labeling may constitute defamation.
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W

hy write an article on whether DSM-IV diagnostic categories (American Psychiatric Association, 1995) might be comprised of terms that are defamatory
when communicated beyond the client-therapist context? The answer is that
the question of whether the DSM-IV or any subsequent version is potentially defamatory
is not a quaint academic intellectual teaser, but rather a fundamental human rights issue.
That psychiatric diagnosis is damaging to one's reputation in the community is not generally disputed despite protestations from the progressively minded in some quarters to
the contrary: "One could argue that any person who is 'freeze-framed'. .. with an identity as a mental patient finds that identity ultimately damaging" (R.W. Manderscheid,
1993, cited in Susko, 1994, p. 94).
Reputation is a vital aspect of personal identity and psychological integrity and one
aspect of the human right referred to as "security of the person." When one's reputation is
assailed there is generally some level of psychological distress. Birchwood, Mason, and
colleagues (1993) found that perceived stigmatization was a significant predictor of depression in persons diagnosed at some point with mental illness. If the assault on one's
good name is profound enough there may even ensue a loss of self-esteem and some confusion about self-identity. Further, the loss of reputation can severely impact one's ability
to exercise one's liberty rights. This is to say that the diagnosis when published will in all
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likelihood damage the reputation and interfere with the range and quality of life choices
available to the individual so labeled. For instance, should an individual be regarded as
untrustworthy and manipulative as a function of their "borderline personality" diagnosis,
this may affect employment prospects. If the individual is viewed as volatile and unpredictable given the diagnosis of "anti-social personality disorder," this is likely to affect the
potential for successful interpersonal relationships with those who have made such prejudgments based on the diagnosis. The label of "schizophrenic" (even if qualified by the
phrase "in remission") may lead to inferences about a potential for future cognitive disintegration and associated lack of mental competence for those who come to know the diagnostic information. This may in turn influence such matters as the individual's bid for
political or other responsible office and so on.

CONFIDENTIALITY AND QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE
It should be understood that the issue in this paper is not one of breach of confidentiality. Rather, the concern is with the potential defamatory nature of DSM diagnoses even
when there is consent for communication of the diagnosis to particular others.^ However,
note that the consent may not be truly informed in that the full implications of having
the diagnosis and of having it communicated to others may not be adequately understood
by the client at the time he or she proffers their consent. Consider in this regard that
there is evidence that internalizing the medicalization of one's DSM-defined "mental
health problem/disorder" is a strong predictor for depression (White, Bebbington, Pearson, Johnson & Ellis, 2000). Further, it has been found that those who accept explanations of their experience as one of having experienced a "psychotic episode" are also
more prone to depression than those who resist integrating the experience in this way
(Jackson et al., 1998). One is safe to assume that the client had acceded to the DSM label, to the extent they did, in the hopes that the entire process would alleviate psychological distress. Thus, significant depression as a function of receiving the DSM diagnosis
may suggest, at least for some voluntary clients, a lack of full informed consent in subjecting themselves to the diagnostic process and in agreeing to have the diagnosis communicated to certain third parties. (This is aside from the issue of whether the consent to
treatment and communication of the diagnosis to others was genuinely voluntary. This is
difficult to discern given the societal pressure to cooperate in all respects in the hopes of
conforming one's behavior and reports of personal experience to the norm).
The client may even have provided consent for the sharing of diagnostic information
prior to knowing what diagnosis, if any, would ultimately be communicated. The client
may, in some instances, only come to learn the diagnosis at the same time or after the diagnosis is communicated to others, such as a referring physician (as when the client has
been referred for psychiatric evaluation as part of the process relating to a personal injury
suit which involves a claim for emotional distress). In another example, the client may
provide consent for the results of a psychiatric interview to be communicated to an employer as part of the process of substantiating an application for worker's compensation in
regard, for instance, to job-related stress. In the latter case, the client may not always fully appreciate the long-term implications (i.e., should the psychiatrist communicate an
unexpected diagnosis such as "malingering") (Guriel & Fremouw, 2003). Second, the
communication of the diagnosis may be in terms of a definitive statement regarding the
essence of the individual, an alleged summary descriptive term, if you will, for the nature
of the individual's very personhood. Both of the aforementioned situations meet the
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criterion for a communication which is not privileged. Although the occasion may be
covered by qualified privilege, as when a psychiatrist communicates the diagnosis to the
referring family physician, the words written or spoken may yet not be protected. This by
virtue of the fact, as mentioned, that there is an absence of truly informed consent authorizing the communication and/or the psychiatric diagnosis constitutes a defamatory
statement. It may be defamatory as it reflects a reckless disregard for the truth or a (clinical) belief/presumption without reasonable basis given its reification of both the symptom descriptions and the diagnosis itself without adequate scientific evidence (i.e., there
is no consensus on any biological marker and/or the eligibility criteria and/or the disorder
as a separable disease or disorder entity).
The fallaciousness of reifying DSM diagnostic categories is evidenced, for instance,
by the fact that the validity of various long-established DSM categories such as schizophrenia has been attacked in part due to the non-specific nature of many of the attributed symptoms (Gallagher, Gernez, & Baker, 1991). The scientific status of other "conditions" such as "post-traumatic stress disorder" (PTSD) has also been held suspect
since there is no certain way to distinguish between the alleged genuine disorder and
simple malingering of symptoms. Malingering is a possibility given the subjective nature
of the eligibility criteria for disorders such as PTSD, which rely heavily on client selfreports of symptoms. Other diagnoses such as "attention deficit disorder" have been
considered by some researchers and clinicians as suspect since there is no biologic
marker for the disorder, and no commonly accepted assessment method focusing on
symptoms that are not simply continuous with those seen in the non-clinical population (LeFever, Arcona, & Antonuccio, 2003). In addition, the validity of DSM categories in general has been challenged on the basis that often the categories cannot be
reliably measured and therefore their validity also cannot be assessed (reliability here
referring to mental health workers independently reaching the same conclusions regarding diagnosis when using the same DSM eligibility criteria and the same assessment
tools [Kirk, 1994]). Due to such evidence as the foregoing, it is therefore not reasonable
to hold DSM categories to be relatively accurate and definitive statements about the
nature of the person so diagnosed.

LOSING THE SELF TO THE DSM
As a consequence of the DSM diagnosis, is the client, in effect, loses the freedom to redefine him or herself in future. For instance, once a schizophrenic, in practice, always regarded as a schizophrenic (even if "in remission"); once an alcoholic, always considered
an alcoholic, but now perhaps a "recovering" alcoholic, and so on. The psychiatric diagnosis thus comes to allegedly reflect something core and always latent in the individual.
This notion of continuing risk is sometimes expressed in terms of genetic predisposition
to mental disorder even though, as Jacobs (1994) points out, most genetic or biologic disorders do not in fact require a social-environmental contributor in order to become manifest (i.e., the late onset disorders such as Huntington's disease have no identifiable social
contributor or trigger). Psychiatric labels impose on the "psychiatrically disordered" individual a self which derives from the story created by the DSM diagnosis. Further, the
mental health community is not satisfied until the individual internalizes, to the extent
possible, that DSM-defined self (as, for example, schizophrenic). Where the DSM diagnosis is internalized by the client, it is taken to be a sign of at least partial "recovery" and
a reason for cautious optimism about the longer-term prognosis. The latter in part since
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the client, having acceded to and identified with the assigned DSM diagnosis, will likely
also more readily accept the alleged efficacy of particular therapist-preferred treatment
modalities, thus ensuring better compliance. The problem is that there is no convincing
evidence that DSM categories are anything but one possible interpretive framework
among many. Thus the self which is imposed via the DSM story may in fact be fictional
and in important ways non-reflective of the lived experience of the subject so named:
"The self of narrative identity is the I that tells stories about itself, exists in those stories,
and conceives its identity in terms of those stories" (Phillips, 2004, p. 314).
Yet, the mentally ill individual often comes to embrace the DSM diagnosis, given the
pressure to do so and since the DSM diagnosis provides a unifying framework for interpreting the varied and often confusing experiences which the individual considered
"mentally ill" may be undergoing. The fact that providing such a unifying story may be
emotionally and intellectually satisfying to those who are doing the labeling of such disturbing phenomena as psychosis (and perhaps also to the client) does not, however, in itself establish that the diagnosis is veridical. Indeed, it may be that the disordered individual is, through their symptomatology, telling their own story. In doing so they may be
engaged in constructing a new identity (self), one that others (or even they) may not always apprehend but a story that captures their lived experience more adequately than
does the DSM diagnosis. In practice, society regards: "narrative identity . . . as a mark of
what it is to be a person or a self (Phillips, p. 326). Hence, the DSM narrative too defines the individual's personhood. The question then becomes just how accurate and useful that DSM story is.
DSM categorization has important psychological effects in that "the way in which individuals label their experiences has been associated with perceived quality of life" (Lobban, Barrowclough, & Jones, 2003, p. 178). To the extent that the DSM label robs the
individual of his or her self-constructed self and de-contextualizes the experience, psychological damage may ensue. This damage is then additional to any previous distress caused
by the symptoms associated with the mental disorder. Thus, for instance, individuals
have been found to be more likely to suffer post-psychotic depression when they attribute
their psychotic symptoms to something "internal to the self as opposed to contextual
factors (Birchwood, Iqbal, Chadwick, & Trower, 2000a, 2000b). This focus on an internal locus for the cause is more likely when a DSM conceptual framework is relied upon to
make sense of symptoms given the underlying medical model. Biologic explanations of
psychiatric symptoms may relieve stress in the short-term for some by relieving personal
responsibility for the "illness." However, such explanations may cause considerable distress in the longer term due to their engendering a sense of lack of internal control and a
separate but unwelcome identity as someone constitutionally different from the nonclinical population (McGorry & McConville, 1999).
The individual loses not only the freedom to redefine their essence apart from the
diagnosis but also the freedom to assign their own meanings to their personal distress
and experiences. Rather, these experiences are translated into symptoms devoid of personal meaning and these symptoms into diagnostic categories emanating at the root
from some biologic cause over which the client has no control. The choice is to internalize the language of the therapist in assigning any meaning to the experience of
"mental illness" or to resist and be left with no one with whom to share any sort of social reality at all:
Modern . . . medicine does not typically pay attention to patient's interpretations of their
symptoms and illnesses. . . . With naming comes a transfer of ownership of the person's
mind and body to the professional. If someone's brain is diseased, that individual ceases
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to be viewed as a responsible owner of his or her mind/body. (Susko, 1994, p. 93, some
emphasis added)
In essence, DSM tells its own stories. From the DSM perspective, the client's stories
and meanings are but a reflection of illness rather than meaningful to any degree and
generally not viewed as a potential vehicle for moving toward self-efficacy.

DSM AS AN INTERPRETIVE VERSUS OBJECTIVE,
EMPIRICAL DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
The DSM-IV diagnostic categories and any future revisions are better viewed as interpretive frameworks rather than objective descriptive or scientifically confirmed
explanatory conceptual systems. As one author has put it: "The caseness approach [referring to DSM categorization] engenders a certain story and meaning, but it is essentially the same story for everyone who is so labeled: 'I have a mental illness caused by
a chemical imbalance in my brain . . .'" (Susko, 1994, p. 96, portion in square brackets
added for clarity). The point here is not to diminish the possibility of important biological contributors to various behaviors and processes that we might label mental illness or to deny the suffering that is often associated with such states. Rather, what is
being highlighted is the tenuous nature of a DSM diagnosis when it is held to capture
who this person is or has become. In this regard, consider that even if one were to understand fully the biological contributors to a manifestation of mental illness, one
would not necessarily comprehend the personal meaning of the particular form and
content of symptoms, nor how they relate to and reflect the individual's history and
current concerns (compare Georgaca, 2004) The DSM-IV as currently employed creates the implicit pretense, however, that one can categorize not just "symptoms" but the
people who express them. The DSM categories serve to equate the person with the
symptoms. For instance, one does not simply have schizophrenia; one is a schizophrenic;
one does not just have obsessive-compulsive disorder; one is an obsessive-compulsive.
This trend is more pronounced for the "mental illnesses" than for most any other disorders recognized as importantly biologically based even when there are psychiatric correlates or effects associated with the disorder.
The DSM categories define who one is and not just what one has in the way of symptom expression or disease entity be the latter regarded as a mental or physical phenomena or both. Yet, it has been shown that even persons with significant psychotic
symptoms—to use the DSM conceptual framework—can often be trained how to modify
or reduce their psychiatric symptoms by altering their beliefs about them (Tarrier, Harwood, Yusopoff, Beckett, &. Baker, 1990). Since the expression of many of the mental
"disease" categories listed in the DSM can, at times, be altered as a function of the client
and the therapist's beliefs about the "condition," there is not necessarily any static truth
embedded in the DSM categories. Thus, in communicating a DSM diagnosis, the psychiatrist or other mental health worker errs if the presumption is that the diagnosis captures
something fundamental about the core of the client's personhood. In respect of certain
DSM categories, such as sociopathy, it is even widely but incorrectly assumed among
many in the field that something about moral character and not just personality or cognitive style is being conveyed. The contention here is, in contrast, that there exists no
professional or scientific expertise sufficient to define, categorize, or describe the complexities of another's personhood.
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Even when the client is psychotic, the DSM does not capture the unchanging essence
of that human being. There is in such a case a personhood present as opposed to a vacuum into which the psychiatrist can properly inject his or her own version of the individual's being by attributing to the client the persona defined by a particular DSM diagnosis.
Thus it is that cognitive behavior therapy has some efficacy in that psychotics can be assisted in altering belief systems that underlie delusions and such so as to develop a new
world view and construct their old or a new persona (i.e., Ghadwick & Birchwood, 1994;
Freeman et al., 1998; Lewis et al., 2000; Wykes, Parr, & Landau, 1999). These cognitive
behavior therapy approaches have been referred to as "normalizing." This in that they are
premised on a notion of a dimensional definition of mental illness where symptoms and
complexes of symptoms are viewed as on a continuum existing in both the clinical and
non-clinical population, rather than as indices of who has or does not have a disorder
(Johns &J. Van Os, 2001, p. 1137). (Distinguishing features between the two groups may
thus be in terms of frequency and severity of symptoms or instead ability to cope with the
symptoms, or combinations of such factors or the like.)
Note also that recovery seems to be facilitated when persons who have experienced
what is generally referred to as a psychotic episode "split ofP' the experience rather than
integrate it into the self (McGlashan, Levy & Carpenter, 1975). In the latter case, it is as
if the individual has come to cope by adopting the view that psychiatric symptoms can
occur also in the general non-clinical population but do not define the self. There is also
evidence of the potential ability to control to a degree those psychiatric symptoms, even
psychotic symptoms, by altering beliefs about the symptoms, their cause, meaning, and
controllability. These findings challenge the utility of a view of the severely mentally
disordered as manifesting some sort of disease entity that can be treated but symptomatically leaving essentially unaltered the underlying constitutional difference which predisposes the individual to mental illness given the right circumstances.

ON THE VERACITY OF DSM CATEGORIES
The veridical quality of the DSM as a means of differentiating "us" from "them" has been
undermined given the presence of psychotic traits and symptoms in non-clinical populations. Not only is there a notable prevalence rate of psychotic symptoms such as auditory
hallucinations occurring in the non-clinical population at some point in their lives even
when not under stress^ (the rate varying depending on the measure used), but there is
also an association between various reported psychotic symptoms within individuals in
non-clinical groups (Johns & J. Van Os, 2001). Thus mental health symptoms are viewed
by some experts in the field as on a continuum with normal experience rather than as indices of a disease entity with symptom clusters that can be categorically defined as in the
DSM:
. . . dimensional definitions of symptoms can be less stigmatizing than categorical distinctions, as they imply that patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia [for example] are not
distinctly different from non-patients. In contrast, the categorical view of schizophrenia
as a qualitatively different disease experience facilitates the frequently observed process
of equating the person with his or her illness. (Johns &J. Van Os, 2001, p. 1137)

Thus there is disagreement in the medical and psychological literature about whether
"mental illness" (a) represents: a state quite different from that experienced by segments
of the non-clinical population or (b) reflects symptoms occurring in the non-clinical
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population as well but exacerbated due to inadequate coping that may be compounded
also by inadequate social support (Jacobs, 1994). DSM diagnosis communicated to a
third party is then not covered by the justification defense (truth defense) to the degree
that it conveys a notion of some understood highly distinctive disease process of mind
and/or body that sets the individual apart in some very fundamental way from the nonclinical population. In fact there is controversy about whether severe mental disorder is
biologically based, a function of a combination of biologic and social factors, or (iii) solely the consequence of "imposed suffering" to which such individuals have been exposed
for "substantive periods of their formative years" (Jacobs, 1994, p. 17) (the latter perhaps
creating psychopharmacological effects within the body such that cause and effect are no
longer distinguishable). Regardless of one's theoretical orientation, what is clear is that
many mental health experts espouse substantively different conceptions of mental illness. The reality of various DSM categories and the system as a whole is thus highly contentious, as reflected in the following quotes:
. . . the recognition of disorder is a social and interactional issue both in the sense that
the judgment of disorder is based on social criteria and in the sense that diagnosis is an
interpersonal process with its own inherent social order. (Georgaca, 2004, p. 87, commenting on the work of Palmer, 2000)
Others argue that diagnosis is not a process of identification or recognition of disorder,
but rather a process of active construction of disorder and of transforming the person to a
mental patient. (Georgaca, 2004, p. 87)
We have argued . . . that research on psychotic speech maintains the concept of thought
disorder by ignoring the role of the listener, rater and researcher in the assessment of the
intelligibility of speech. (Georgaca, 2004, p. 88)
The DSM diagnosis therefore, depending on one's perspective as a mental health
theoretician/practitioner, may be grounded to differing degrees, if at all, on the existence of therapist-interpreted actual symptom clusters relating to particular disordered
mental processes and/or diseases. "Mental illness" is thus variously considered biologically based with markers yet to be discovered or as a social construction influenced by
the sociocultural context in which the symptoms and the diagnostic classificatory
scheme emerged (or something in between) (Georgaca, 2004). For a concrete example
of mental illness as a social construction, consider the ongoing debate on whether Asperger's syndrome (a diagnostic category included in the DSM-IV) represents a separate
diagnostic category or subcategory or in fact does not exist at all (these individuals being rather high-functioning autistics that cannot be differentiated in terms of substantively different eligibility criteria than those used to screen for autism) (Dickerson
Mayes, Galhoun, & Grites, 2001). Gommunication of the diagnosis to persons other
than the client—even when covered by qualified privilege—cannot then be defended
via "justification" (the truth defense). This is due to the wide range of perspectives
among mental health professionals on the uniqueness and even very existence of the
condition or symptoms referred to by the diagnosis. Who and how one is labeled may
have less to do with an accurate scientifically-based description of any unique mental
characteristics of the individual than with: (a) who is at highest risk of such labeling
having become caught up in the mental health system and (b) who is at highest risk of
having their "symptoms" viewed as maladaptive. This once more is not to deny that
mental illness may involve suffering but how much of that suffering is maladaptive
and/or due to the experience itself and how much is due to society's reaction to it is
unclear.
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The interpretive nature of the DSM categorization scheme is constantly underplayed
or, on occasion, even ignored in much of the mainstream literature. Instead, there is "an
empiricist account when describing diagnosis as a process of objectively identifying symptoms independently of the clinician's characteristics and orientation" (Georgaca, 2004,
p. 88). In the present context, this is an essential point in that it explains why the notion
of a psychiatric diagnosis assigned by a mental health worker is generally not held to be
defamatory. Such diagnoses are inappropriately regarded as objective and non-interpretive. As these diagnoses are made in good faith, the contention has been in almost every
instance that they are ipso facto non-defamatory even when communicated to third parties and even if unanticipated damage to the client's reputation results. The argument
here has been, however, that to the extent that the diagnosis refers to some presumed
fundamental truth about the client's "self or "person" (something more than but a theoretical description of interpreted behaviors) then the words spoken or written are defamatory and unprotected. That is, the communication demonstrates a reckless disregard for
the truth or a belief without reasonable basis that cannot be saved by qualified privilege
and which causes in many instances deep personal injury. That personal injury arises
since the diagnosis may be perceived by self and others as a kind of social declaration that
the individual has lost the self to some degree or perhaps even completely. Such a perceived "loss of autonomy" and "entrapment in the illness" has been associated with a
greater likelihood of feelings of humiliation and depression for individuals diagnosed
with psychiatric illness (Birchwood, Iqbal, et al, 2000a, 2000b; Birchwood, Mason, et
al., 1993).

CONCLUSION
We have considered the possibility that DSM diagnosis may simply be a tool in a tautological process in which the "diagnosis.. . frames which symptoms are noted and reinforced" (Susko, 1994, p.92) and serves to reify the diagnostic category. As a result, the
psychiatrist or other mental health worker is often misled into a feeling of confidence regarding the diagnosis given that it is they themselves who have imbued it with such
meaning. That meaning derives from the fact that the therapist "discovers" in the client's
complex of therapist-interpreted behaviors a set of "symptoms" that are weighted so as to
confirm the diagnosis (compare Barrett, 1998). This is much as it is for the reader of personal astrological chart predictions. The reader finds meaning in their astrological personality profile as a consequence of they themselves creating the artificial links between
the complex happenings of their personal lives on the one hand and the rather non-specific descriptions and predictions in the astrological reading. To avoid this pitfall, mental
health workers must come to regard DSM categories and eligibility criteria as but "working hypotheses" (whether viewed in terms of categories or the dimensional perspective
emphasizing symptoms as occurring along a continuum such that there is no dichotomy
between clinical and non-clinical groups in terms of the presence or absence of such
symptoms in either group). These psychiatric diagnoses are to be assessed then in terms
of what good they do for the client in terms of increasing their self-efficacy and joie de vie
and revised when they do more harm than good. With that cautious approach DSM categories or a dimensional analysis may be a possible tool for considering certain theoretical perspectives in working with a client rather than defamatory labels that assign an individual a static and damaging persona.
Too often mental health clients have been denied the right to be protected from exacerbations of their mental anguish through psychiatric diagnoses which: (a) reduce their
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complex and dynamic selves to a static reified DSM category and (b) lead to inferences
about some profound deficit in the cognitive, affective, and/or moral domain, the origin
of which is held to be for the most part internal rather that a function of the dynamic sociocultural context or interplay between the biological and contextual factors. The end
result then is a defamatory labeling which negates the individual's autonomous self apart
from that self as conceptualized through the lens of the DSM. Justice demands that communication of DSM categorical diagnoses as reified mental disease entities that accurately describe or explain the self of the individual so labeled should result in legal liability
for the mental health professional publishing the diagnosis. Afterall, justice is a basic human need, as Taylor explains (2003), which every person is entitled to have met. The
psychiatric patient must then not be precluded from using the defamation law to restore
his or her dignity, sense of self, and good standing in the community when the circumstances warrant. Hopefully, the language used in conveying interpretations using the
DSM will be tentative, as it should be if clinical practice is to meet a higher ethical standard in this regard.

NOTES
1. TTiere are a myriad of ways in which DSM diagnoses are communicated to parties other
than the client with or without the client's informed consent. For example, sucb diagnoses may
become public when tbe individual is involuntarily committed and the information is communicated to family members who are caretakers or to other physicians as a result of a routine consultative process. Where the client is hospitalized or under court order it may be communicated
to the various attorneys and other court officials without the client's consent. Schoolchildren
may have sucb diagnoses in their school records to whicb open access is granted to various school
personnel witb the records following the child after a school transfer, thus spreading the DSM label to an ever-wider circle. Tbus tbe child—tbe actual client—has not provided consent. It can
be argued tbat the legal guardian cannot be presumed in every sucb case to bave provided genuine proxy consent "on bebalf' of tbe child. This is the case since tbe child might not have provided sucb consent bad tbey been competent and understood tbe potential negative implications
of baving tbe diagnosis made public.
2. For example, the non-clinical individual may be a new anxious mother wbo clearly hears her
baby cry for her mother though the infant has in fact not made a sound, or an adult mourning the
loss of a loved one wbo hears tbe deceased's voice while being aroused from a nap.
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